Newly Arrived (May, 2017)!

Aberrant Behavior Checklist Manual-2

The original ABC Manual was published in 1985 and the Supplement in 1994. Michael Aman and Nirbhay Singh, the developers of the ABC, have conducted a major overhaul of the Manual in the new Aberrant Behavior Checklist Manual-2. With 400+ scientific studies on the ABC, there is much to report!!

THE MANUAL–New and updated sections include the following:

- Origins of the ABC
- Terminology Used in this Manual
- Development of the ABC
- Independent Support for ABC Constructs
- Replications of the Factor Structure of the ABC (14 replications)
- Validity Studies
- Reliability Studies
- Giving Instructions for the ABC
- Clinically Significant Scores and Evaluating Change
- Scoring the ABC and Dealing with Missing Data
- Use of the ABC in Preschoolers and Toddlers
- Practices To Avoid
- Individual ABC Items with Specific Examples
- Other Language Versions of the ABC (35+ translations available)
- Normative Tables for the ABC

The Aberrant Behavior Checklist Manual-2 comes crammed with 38 tables and other supportive materials!

THE SCALES: The ABC-Community and ABC-Residential scales come with new face sheets that are more informative clinically. The rating content of the ABC-C is unchanged; some language in the ABC-R has been updated. Use of color and shading make the ABC easy to use. They have a new look, but they are the same old ABC!

If you’d like to see the new materials, click here:
http://www.slossonnews.com/ABC.html
Or click here:

Most professionals work with the ABC-Community version. If you wish to order Aberrant Behavior Checklist Manual-2, or ABC scales, contact:
http://www.slosson.com/contact.html

For email enquiries with Slosson, we recommend: slossonprep@gmail.com

We, the authors, would be happy to respond to enquiries:
• Michael Aman, Ph.D.: aman.1@osu.edu; •Nirbhay Singh, Ph.D.: nisingh@augusta.edu